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Results-driven leader, strategic advisor and change manager with over 16 years 
experience in a variety of different companies ranging from bootstrap SaaS startups 
to large non profits both in the US and UK. I excel in creatively and efficiently solving 
problems, motivating teams and ensuring a strong foundation is in place for 
companies to successfully scale and thrive. Achievements: Employee of a small self-
funded startup, I was integral in growing the company to being the healthy mid-sized
company it is today.

EXPERIENCE

Sales Advisor
ABC Corporation - JANUARY 2003 – 2005

 Generate new sales and provide information on techniques and 
products in a timely manner.

 Identify customer needs and expectations in order to recommend 
specific products and solutions.

 Recommend alternative products based on price, availability or 
specifications Process customer transactions such as orders, quotes 
or returns.

 Providing accurate information on the availability of the items that are
in stock.

 Getting accurate information from suppliers regarding shipment dates
and expected date.

 Increase sales and average order size by offering promotional sale 
items.

 Educate customers about terminology, features and benefits of 
products in order to improve product sales related to customer 
satisfaction.

Advisor 
ABC Corporation - 2001 – 2003

 Dr
 Lonnie Hannon Conducted a research-based project relating to 

intergenerational perspectives regarding race and judicial reforms
 Designed, collected, interpreted, analyzed and compiled data 

obtained from interviews and qualitative evaluative tools
 Created, edited and presented video documentaries based on issues 

pertaining to ethnicity, economics, education and health related 
issues

 Collected information from clients, using techniques such as 
interviewing, discussion, and observations

 Participated in on campus and off campus workshops relating to racial
issues and concerns
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 Utilized office computer software programs including but not limited 
to word, excel, windows media, and power-point.

EDUCATION

 English Test - (COLLEGE BOARD)ACADEMIC CONFERENCE OF BUSINESS -
(Polytechnic University of PR - Miami, FL)

SKILLS

SaaS business development, Project management, Startups,.
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